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Introduction
What if in a few minutes from now you could ride a traffic wave for free?
One, where you’re one of the very few targeting it because you know what’s happening at
any given moment. - Every - single - day.
Sounds nice, right?
Thing is, the traffic I’m getting from this traffic source isn’t even traffic I’m interested in.
I know, right?
You see people desperately looking for traffic for their website, blogs and downloads, and
here’s me with one that I don’t even want.
To add insult to injury - even when I took down the web pages for these items, people are
still coming to my site and downloading the PDFs.
At first I was going to take those down, but I said ‘What the hell, they’re not doing me any
harm, let’s just let them run for another few weeks and see what happens.’
In this report I’ll show you everything I did, step-by-step, so you’ll see exactly what I did and
how you can do the same.
But before I do, I’d just like to say something.
Once you see this information you’ll look at what you do in a different way.
You see with trend watching, compared to keyword research, you’re riding the front part of
the wave, you’re there when the party of a lifetime is kicking off.
Keyword research on the other hand, is like showing up to the party after the building has
been trashed and everyone’s telling you about the great party you missed.
So I’m sure you can see that not only is trend watching the best thing to do, because there
are very few that are doing it. But when you know what everyone’s looking for next, you can
jump that way before the wave you’re on crashes. - Meaning you’re always staying ahead of
the game.

Where Did It Begin?
Like most things do on the web, it started with Google. - Where most things do. :)
But not with Google search, but Google Trends instead. Which you can find here.

The image above shows a comparison of two items ‘bullet journaling’ and ‘journaling’ in a
one hour search. As you can see from the graph ‘bullet journal’s’ been beating plain
journaling all day in the trends. (Which as a side note, is something to consider if you’re in
the journal publishing game. You can find out more about bullet journaling here.)
So not only is Google Trends a great way so see what’s happening on an hourly basis, but
you can step back further and look at the trend from a distance.

Here’s the same topic, going back 5 years. As you can see from the graph, bullet journaling
has come out of nowhere and taken a higher position than journaling.

But, taking a huge step backwards you can see that there were two popular times when
bullet journaling took off and then settled back down again. (The two blue mountain peaks
on the right of the image.)
What happened at those times, who knows? It may have been an article in the press, or a
celebrity mentioning it, and it took off in the search results at those two moments in time.
Looking at that graph, I’m sure you can see that if you were publishing bullet journals at that
time you would have made a killing. - Although it’s still more popular than journaling.
Now while you can go to Google Trends at any moment and look up any item it’s a pain in
the butt. - Because who has the time to reload that page every hour and see what’s trending,
or know what you should be looking for?
The graph in those images is only showing bullet journals and journals because I put those
terms there. But what if something else is going on in the background that I don’t know
about?
What if a new type of journaling is being searched that I don’t know about?
I’m sure you can see the problem.
Thankfully, there’s a way around that and I’m going to show you in the following pages.
But before I do, I’m going to try to explain all of this the best I can. But if you feel a little lost,
read this report a few times until you get the hang of it, it’ll be well worth your time.

Where To Begin?
Although you’re probably champing at the bit to get started, I’d just like to make sure you’re
up to speed on everything. So in this section we’re going to take a look at creating a word
search - if you already know how to do this, you can fly right on by but I still think it’s well
worth reading through.

How To Create A Word Search
Step 1 - To create a word search for free go here and download the word search software.
https://wordsearchcreator.org/downloads/

Step 2 - Once you’ve installed the software and clicked on the icon to create your first word
search you’ll be faced with this.

1 - This is where you’ll put all the words you want in the word search.
2 - This is the dimensions of the grid (6*6 - 10*10) or whatever size you want to make it. You
can expand this to any size. - Just remember if you’re using a 6 letter word it’s not going to
go into a 5*5 word search. Your grid has to be bigger than your word length, but if you click
on the auto enlarge, it’ll do this automatically.
3 - This is where you’ll name your word search - note this is something that’s going to be
important later. You’ll also find radio buttons for options like leaving a word list at the bottom
or leaving it out. - Personally I always leave these in, because if you don’t it leaves a huge
empty space where that text should be.
4 - This is where you’ll print off your word search, either as an SVG or PDF. - You’ll definitely
need the PDF, the SVG though isn’t. Because we’re going to need a JPEG, you’ll need to
install an extra piece of software.

Virtual Image Printer Driver
While there are places you can go to turn your PDF document into a JPEG online - by going
to a website and downloading the converted content - the easiest way is to install a virtual
driver which will allow you to print off your PDF as a JPEG, PNG or other image formats.
To find one you can do a search on Google for a virtual image printer or go to a website like
the following and download one. - https://virtual-imageprinter.en.softonic.com

Once it’s installed, you’ll find other options in your print dialogue window. - Now you’ll be
able to print PDFs, JPEGs, PNGs or anything else.

Before We Leave The Word Search Section - This Is Important
As you probably remember, I mentioned the importance of the 'Title' of your word search.
Not only should you fill in the exact trending term in here, but if the term is short enough,
there's no reason why you can't add your domain name to it either. This way, no matter
where your word search ends up, it's carrying your domain name on it.

Another place to note is the ‘Format’ button on the menu bar. Clicking on this opens up a
dialogue box including an option to change the footer message from the default, to anything
you want.
So, not only can you mention your domain name again, but you could use a Bit.ly hyper-link
with a call to action and direct your free traffic to an optin page, an Amazon product with your
affiliate link, or anywhere else you can make a commission. - See the image below for
details.

Word Search Trend Traffic
Now that we've got the word search creation out of the way, you're off to the next step,
finding out what people want to find word searches on.
Now before I go further, there's nothing stopping you from taking what you learn here and
running off to create word search books on any of the trends you find.
Which may be a good thing because you're not going to be competing directly with everyone
else who reads this report. Instead you'll be catering for people who are interested in buying
their own physical word search book. - You'll also know what people are looking for so you'll
never be short of book ideas.
So how do you know what people are looking for?
Again, it's Google Trends. But like I told you earlier, when you've got to keep refreshing the
page and you don't know what people are looking for, Google Trends can be a hit and miss.
What you need, is something that can keep you abreast of what's happening. - Almost like
those financial ticker tapes you used to see in the old movies about the stock exchange. All
you had to do back then was keep up with the printed tape and you could see minute by
minute what was happening.
For us though, the process is a lot easier and a lot tidier. Because what we're going to do is
pull RSS feeds directly from Google Trends for 'Word Search' searches and we're going to
know the monthly, weekly, and daily trends for the search term.
Here’s the RSS feeds we’re going to be using.

United States Searches For ‘Word Search.’
Word Search - United States - 12 Months
http://paracordo.com/trendrss/rss.php?q=word%20search&geo=US&date=today%2012-m&p
rop=&cat=0
Word Search - United States - 90 Days
http://paracordo.com/trendrss/rss.php?q=word%20search&geo=US&date=today%203-m&pr
op=&cat=0

Word Search - United States - 30 Days
http://paracordo.com/trendrss/rss.php?q=word%20search&geo=US&date=today%201-m&pr
op=&cat=0
Word Search - United States - 1 Day
http://paracordo.com/trendrss/rss.php?q=word%20search&geo=US&date=now%201-d&prop
=&cat=0

Worldwide Searches For ‘Word Search.’
Worldwide Search - Worldwide - 12 Months
http://paracordo.com/trendrss/rss.php?q=word%20search&geo=&date=today%2012-m&prop
=&cat=0
Worldwide Search - Worldwide - 90 Days
http://paracordo.com/trendrss/rss.php?q=word%20search&geo=&date=today%203-m&prop=
&cat=0

Worldwide Search - Worldwide - 30 Days
http://paracordo.com/trendrss/rss.php?q=word%20search&geo=&date=today%201-m&prop=
&cat=0

Worldwide Search - Worldwide - 1 Day
http://paracordo.com/trendrss/rss.php?q=word%20search&geo=&date=now%201-d&prop=&
cat=0

I know what you’re thinking right now…..‘What the?’....‘How do I?’.....‘Oh God I can’t do
this!’…...etc, etc.
Let’s backpedal here for a moment.
You can, and I’ll explain everything in detail. - Just follow the steps on the next page.

Working With The RSS Feeds
Step 1 - Unless you’ve already got, or know anything you’ll have an RSS reader. If you don’t,
go straight here and download RSS Owl. Once you download it, install the software and let’s
get to the next step.
Step 2 - Once you’ve opened the software you’re going to need to add your first RSS feed.
To do that scroll back to the RSS feeds and select the first one. Simply copy the full RSS
feed from beginning all the way to the =0 on the end. - It won’t work otherwise.

Step 3 - Click the green plus button on RSS Owl to add your first RSS feed.

You’ll find the link already in the software so you won’t need to paste anything here, it’s
already done. - Just click the next button at the bottom of the window.
Step 4 - Give your RSS feed a title. - Simply copy and past the title I’ve already given you in
this report and hit Finish.

Step 5 - After a few seconds the RSS will be fetched and you’ll see the following.

1 - You’ll see the RSS feed for ‘Word Search - United States - 12 Months.’ in the left
column and when you click on it, the window on the right will populate.
2 - You’ve now got the trending terms for the past 12 months in the U.S.
Step 6 - Repeat the steps for all the feeds and you’re done.

What Do The Feeds Tell You?
You’ll find info like the following show in the right-hand column for your trending terms.

As you’d expect the percentages shown, show an increase in searches in that 12 months, 90
days or that day’s searches.
‘Breakout’ however is a different matter. This term is an item that’s as the name suggests,
has taken off and its searches have increased in multiple hundreds of percentage points.

Please Note - Although RSS Owl updates feeds every time you open it, make sure to use
the refresh button to update all feeds just to make sure you’re looking at accurate info.

What Did I Do With This Info?
By now you’ve probably sussed what I did. I looked for trending terms and made a word
search on that exact topic.
Then I named my word search PDF with that exact trending term and hosted it on my site,.
And finally I created a word search image and named it with that exact trending term.
Hence the follow…
First month

April word search - 24 downloads.
Visible stars word search 20 downloads.
Harry Potter things word search - 5 downloads.
This Month - June 2017 (Just 10 Days In)

April word search 74 downloads.
Visible Stars word search 66 downloads.
(Plus there’s another version of the visible stars word search that got another 20
downloads.)

Right now, I’ve taken down the word searches off the WriteCome site (at least a month back
because I didn’t want people to think that my site was a word search one.) And yet people
still download the PDF of the word searches from the site.

Here’s What I Did In Detail.
Step 1 - I created my word search with the exact trending phrase. (In this example I’m using
farm animals - something I’ve just made up right now.)
Step 2 - Saved that ‘Farm Animal Word Search’ to 1- PDF and 2 - A JPG (with help from my
virtual printer).

Step 3 - Upload both files to my site. Because I’m using a Wordpress site it’s just a simple
matter of creating a post - with an image, and a link where people can download the PDF
document. 1 - Click media and upload the PDF. 2 - Create a post with the exact term 3 Place my JPG image on my post (when asked what the alt tag or description should be
again use the trending term.) 4 - Create a hyperlink with the exact term for people to
download the word search in PDF.

Step 4 - Once the post is live, share your image on Pinterest. And you’re done.
Step 5 - Repeat the process over again.
As for finding words for word searches, simply Google each topic or go to Wikipedia for
articles on each topic and use the information from there. - Easy peasy.

Advanced Money Making Tips
Now while you can do the above, I didn’t put much thought into making money from my PDF
other than just changing the footer of the puzzle and the title. But you could do the following.
Create your own PDF by using Word or Google docs. Simply place your JPG word search
image on your page and now you’re free to add anything you want to your PDF document.
Here’s examples of what you could do for a Farm Animal PDF.

All the above are products that are on Amazon right now. Simply grab an image you like, use
your Amazon affiliate link - (if you haven’t got an account, or don’t know how to do this
search YouTube) - and who knows, that farm animal enthusiast may click through and buy
what you’re advertising making you a nice commission.
Note - Either use Amazon’s shortened link, or use Bit.ly. Your potential customer isn’t going
to type in a 500 letter domain name to get to that product. Make it short, sweet and
memorable. - Then you’ll make more money
You could also add your own book images, an email opt-in freebie, or anything else you
think closely matches your word search. If it’s Harry Potter, advertise Harry Potter things. If
it’s Trucks and Diggers, advertise trucks and diggers.
Or sell advertising space in your word searches. If you can guarantee a monthly download,
there’s no reason why you can’t sell advertisement space in your PDFs. Either in addition to
what you’re doing, or simply offering sole advertising space to a client.
I’m sure you get the idea.
Finally, if I wasn’t too busy, I’d create word searches around yearly trending topics (getting
downloads all year around - for example April word searches). This way you have evergreen
downloads going out each month of each year.
I’ll leave this up to you. :)
Best of luck!

Last Thoughts,
Two words. Take action.
OK a few more.
I’ve just spent the last few hours writing up this report and taking snapshots to go with it.
You, you’ve coughed up your cash in hopes that this is going to help you. - I don’t want
either of us to walk away from this not getting what we set out to do.
I want you to get the traffic, you on the other hand I’m sure, want the cash that that extra
traffic can give you - so go take action on this.
I don’t want this to be added to the folder on your hard drive that’s labeled ‘That was great,
what’ll I buy today.’
Give it a go, and see what happens.

Other Resources
Children’s Workbooks - Interested in entering the lucrative children’s workbook market?
Super Simple Coloring Book - Discover how anyone, yes even you, can create amazing
childrens coloring books - even if you can’t draw to save your life.
Article Cash - Writing 500 word articles can make you money. You read right. Here’s a FREE
copy of this money making course.

